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Abstract. Android is the operating system with the largest presence on
mobile devices. The permissions mechanism is used to grant or restrict
the access of applications to the device’s data and resources. Applications
request permission to access them and users decide whether to grant or
deny them. Our proposal is to obtain a permissions-based metric, easy
to use for device owners, to provide them with guidance on the risk to
their privacy that they assume when they install an app on their device
and how to minimize this risk. A distinctive feature compared to other
proposals is that we use permission groups as one of the parameters.
These permission groups express concepts that are more accessible to any
type of user than individual permissions and are what users can actually
act on. This has the advantage of being easier for users to understand. To
facilitate its use, we have developed a service that allows you to consult
it, but also to perform simulations to check how granting or denying each
group of permissions requested by an application affects before making
decisions and taking risks on the device itself. We thus introduce the
criterion of usability, which allows us to obtain a more human technology,
available to empowered users.

Keywords: Android · Privacy · Permission · Permissions Groups · Mal-
ware · Metrics · Security

1 Introduction

Android is the operating system for mobile devices with the largest market share,
with three quarters of all smartphones worldwide1. In line with the Android se-
curity model [32, 18] the applications must request permission to access resources
on the user’s device [41]. Sometimes applications use more permissions than they
actually need, which result in risks to users’ privacy. Privacy is a person’s right to
confidentiality of their private information and identity [23]. As expressed in the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [16], the Spanish Data Protection
Agency (AEPD), in its clarification of the concept of personal data [38], states

1 Android Statistics (2023). Available at https://www.businessofapps.com/data/

android-statistics/

https://www.businessofapps.com/data/android-statistics/
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/android-statistics/
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that personal data are considered to be ”any information about an identified or
identifiable natural person; an identifiable natural person shall mean any person
whose identity can be determined, directly or indirectly”. In the digital world,
guaranteeing the right to privacy means protecting personal data, much of which
is held on users’ devices.

Permissions in Android are organized in groups. Each group contains a set
of permissions related to accessing some data or resource on the device: camera,
location, microphone, etc. If an application requires access to those data or to
have control over the device’s resources, the user will be explicitly explicitly
ask the user for authorization to access those permission [13, 30]. It is at this
point that users have the ability to make decisions to protect their privacy by
granting or denying these requests. What users actually grant or deny on their
devices are groups of permissions [2, 11]. Google provides guidance on what
permissions should be included in each group [20], but it is the application
developers who make the final decision for the apps they develop. This means
that not all applications request the same permissions, even if they request the
same groups of permissions. So it is interesting for a user to understand what
the actual consequence of granting or denying a request is, and to be able to
compare different apps. They could discover that applications on their device
may make the same requests, but that these may have different impacts on their
privacy.

Although there are proposals and services [36, 3, 37, 17, 33] to show and/or
measure the privacy impact of Android applications, permission groups do not
appear as a relevant parameter. However, in our opinion, it is the groups that
have a direct impact on the usability and ease of understanding of the proposal by
end users. That is why we have proposed a metric, and an associated ecosystem,
that implements it and offers it as a service to end users. Our hypothesis is that a
metric that is easy to understand by users, accompanied by a service that allows
them to run simulations without compromising their device, can help them make
better decisions about which applications to install and which requests to grant
or deny.

This paper presents the metric Privacy Impact Metric, (PIM), the service
that facilitates its consultation, and the simulation referred to above. The met-
ric returns a quantitative value, which is easy to understand, to score the privacy
impact of an application. Graphical interfaces have been included in the service
that implements it to make it easy to understand and for users to easily un-
derstand how this value varies depending on the similarity. In addition to the
focus on the user interface, we also draw attention to the use of data integration
techniques to provide the service with all the data needed to apply the metric.
The metric uses app metadata, which are obtained from app repositories, such
as the Android marketplace. It also uses data on the use of permissions by mal-
ware to find the weight these have in the final score, obtained from malware
rankings. However, data are also retrieved from other sources to derive other
privacy scores that we use to validate our metrics objectively.
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Section 2 reviews other research on privacy and mobile devices. The proposed
metrics, the methodology followed, and the service that supports users are pre-
sented in section 3. An important part is the validation of the results obtained,
in order to improve the proposal. Section 4 compares the results of the proposed
metric with other risk assessments done on the same applications. We approach
these comparisons as a way to evaluate the quality of the metric objectively.
Section 5, we discuss the results obtained, the advantages and limitations of the
chosen approach, and the possible avenues of work that arise as a result of this
analysis. Finally, we present the conclusions obtained, and the Future Work with
which we will continue to advance on this proposal.

The contributions of this research are not limited to the metrics and the
service that facilitates its use to users. Other results of this research are an
exhaustive listing of Android permissions and their association to groups by
default, i.e. when developers do not assign them to any group. This information
is not available in the official Android documentation. The xml file with this
list can be accessed through the official Android repository at Github2 and/or
through Zenodo3.

2 Related work

Android has undergone significant changes over the last few years. These changes
affect app versions, as they have to be updated to keep up with the constant evo-
lution of the operating system. One consequence of the changes in app versions is
that apps increase the number of permissions requested over time [7, 6]. Another
consequence of Android’s evolution is in its permissions system, where users are
only informed an app’s permissions when it is executed, but not at the time it
is installed. This permissions model does not make users feel more secure com-
pared to the previous model, where users were provided with information about
permissions during app installation. [35]. Every time Google reviews the Appli-
cation Programming Interface (API)4 used by Android application developers
Android apps also reviews the permissions and permission groups that applica-
tions can request. In this way, successive revisions of the API have resulted in
new permission groups [28].

The permissions system in Android allows users to control the access of
applications to certain functions or information on the device [12, 10]. When
a user installs an app on their Android device, the app must request permis-
sions to access the device’s resources, such as the camera, or the user’s personal
data, such as contacts, location, and so on. Users have the option to grant or

2 https://github.com/aosp-mirror/platform_frameworks_base/blob/master/

core/res/AndroidManifest.xml
3 https://zenodo.org/record/8013542
4 The Android platform provides an API with a set of functions for applications to in-
teract with the Android operating system. The API level is an integer value that iden-
tifies the API revision the API revision. https://developer.android.com/guide/
topics/manifest/uses-sdk-element?hl=es-419

https://github.com/aosp-mirror/platform_frameworks_base/blob/master/core/res/AndroidManifest.xml
https://github.com/aosp-mirror/platform_frameworks_base/blob/master/core/res/AndroidManifest.xml
https://zenodo.org/record/8013542
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/uses-sdk-element?hl=es-419
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/uses-sdk-element?hl=es-419
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deny permissions to each app individually. This helps to protect user privacy
and prevent applications from accessing sensitive information without the user’s
knowledg [21]. In addition, app developers must also comply with Google Play’s
permissions policies, which ensure that apps are secure and respect user privacy.

Starting with Android version 6, permissions requested at runtime are grouped
into permission group. This was a significant advancement in Android’s security
and privacy model, allowing the user to grant or deny access to critical device re-
sources and personal data [2]. When an app needs a specific permission within a
permission group, the operating system prompts the user to grant the permission
group, not the individual permission (Figure. 1), which has direct implications
for user privacy [8]: if a user grants a single permission within a group, the app
can silently request more permissions in this group with each update, without
having to ask the user. This implies that permission groups can invade the users
privacy, as an app can obtain dangerous permissions from the system without
the user’s consent. [31].

Fig. 1. Screenshot taken from an Android mobile terminal showing the permission
groups.

Since Google does not provide official information about which permissions
fall within a permission group [12, 19], nor on what level of protection a permit
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must have to be part of a permit group [10], Iman M. Almomani and A. Khayer
[1] obtained a list of permissions for Android API level 30 that includes 168 per-
missions defined by Android OS developers, ranging from API 1 (2008) to API
level 30 (2020). They categorized the permissions with a level of protection dan-
gerous in the permission groups proposed by Google [11]. The work is of interest
because, although they do not use permission groups to derive a value indicating
how permission groups impact user privacy, they do categorize permissions with
a level of protection dangerous in the permission groups proposed by Android.
The permission groups used have not been updated since API 31 was published,
but according to its results, for a permission to be part of a permission group,
it has to have a protection level of dangerous.

Given that the incorrect use of dangerous permissions can impact the privacy
and security of users [40], Yang Wang, Jun Zheng, Chen Sun, and S. Mukkamala
conducted a quantitative assessment of the privacy and security risks of Android
permissions [44]. Their results show that malware is more likely to request more
permissions than benign applications, and also more likely to request dangerous
permissions. One result of this work is a ranking of the most frequently used
permissions by benign applications and malware, which they use to quantify the
risk of the applications, so that those requiring more permissions used by mal-
ware are considered more dangerous. To this ranking of permissions are added
the permissions used by malware extracted from the source code of the app [15].
This is interesting because we have two sources of permissions: those present in
the AndroidManifest.xml file and those present in the source code. It is possi-
ble that a permission declared within the code and exploited by the malware is
not present in the AndroidManifest.xml file to evade malicious app classification
systems used in major app markets. We consider the ranking of the permissions
used by the malware useful because it shows that it also exploits normal permis-
sions that the user cannot manage once the app is installed on the device and
that affect their privacy.

This is why it is necessary to have privacy metrics in the Android applica-
tion ecosystem to help assess and understand the risks and protection of users’
personal data. Some metrics [27, 9, 20, 44] include the number and type of per-
missions requested by an application. Others need to install an app on the user’s
device to access the device’s data and resources [34] and be able to determine
the permissions used by apps to access sensitive information and critical device
resources. From a privacy and information security point of view, we believe
that it is not a good idea for users to have to install an app that can access
critical system data and resources. Other metrics use data that are dynamically
generated when the app is running on the device. [24], such as the network traf-
fic it generates, domain names present in the requests made by the app, the IP
addresses of the servers to which it connects, network protocols used and the
information sent to it. [42]. Obtaining the information sent by the app is prac-
tically impossible when cryptographic protocols are used to protect these data.
[4].
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Given that mismanagement of permissions by users and that Android app
developers do not always understand how permission groups and permissions
that request user approval for access to sensitive data work, and declare more
permissions than strictly necessary [14][26], there are tools that provide infor-
mation on why an application may be intrusive or present security issues [43,
39]. However, these tools do not provide the user with the necessary information
to know the real impact on the privacy of their data. [25], understand why this
impact on privacy is occurring [29], or help the user manage app permission
groups correctly so that apps have as little impact as possible on data privacy.

3 Proposal

3.1 Proposed methodology

Figure 2 represents the methodology followed. The rectangles represent actions
while the arrows represent the results of the actions.

Fig. 2. Proposed methodology.

The steps are as follows:

1. Definition of the research objective. Establish the research purpose. In
this case, it is to offer a service to end users so that they understand, in a
simple and visual way, the impact of apps on privacy and what actions to
take to minimize the say impact.

2. Literature review. Analyze previous research related to privacy impact
measurement in apps and the metrics used. Identify existing privacy mea-
surement tools, techniques and approaches and evaluate their effectiveness
and limitations for our purpose.

3. Proposed privacy metrics. Establish metrics and evaluation criteria based
on the key privacy issues identified in the literature that fit our goal, which
is to empower end users.

4. Privacy impact measurement service design and development. De-
fine the requirements and functionalities of the service for measuring the
privacy impact of Android mobile applications. Design the architecture and
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interface of the service, taking into account the collection and analysis of data
relevant to measuring the privacy of applications. Implement the service us-
ing appropriate technologies and tools, ensuring robustness and scalability.

5. Data collection and selection of test apps. Select a representative sam-
ple of Android mobile apps as a case study. Collect relevant data, such as
permissions used by the apps using static analysis techniques.

6. Validation and analysis of results. Validate the results by comparing
them with other third-party evaluations.

7. Conclusions and recommendations. A determination is made as to
whether the metric meets the goal of achieving the objectives. If the ob-
jectives are not met, return to the privacy metrics proposal phase.

3.2 Metrics developed

The proposed metric is based on the metadata present in the file AndroidMani-
fest.xml. It is based on the following assumptions, which are obtained from the
related work.

– The only permissions that users can grant are permissions of type dangerous.
– Permission groups are made up of permissions of type dangerous.
– The malware tends to ask for more permissions than benign applications.

Taking into account the above premises, we propose a metric that relates
in a quantitative way the permits of type dangerous with the corresponding
permission groups. It also takes into account the status for each permission
group. This feature will allow users to know how the impact of apps on their
privacy varies by activating or deactivating permission groups.

The formulation of the metric is as follows:

M(ai) =

∑m
j=1(ej

∑q
k=1 pjk)

I

where:

– A: set of applications of the same category such that A = {a1, a2, , an}.
– n: number of applications present in the category A.
– ai: application within the category such that ai ∈ A.
– M(ai): value of the privacy impact of the application ai.
– m: number of permission groups used by the application ai.
– Gai: set of permission groups used by the application ai such that Gai =

{g1, g2, ..., gm}.
– q: number of permissions within a permission group used by the application

ai.
– Pai

: set of permissions used by the application ai such that Pai
= {pjk/j =

{1, ...,m}, k = {1, ..., q}}.
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– pjk: weight of the permit k ésimo within the permissions group j ésimo used
by the application ai ∈ A. Weights pjk are assigned with the scores of the
ranking used in [44]. If the permit is not in the ranking, the weight assigned to
these permits is 1

|PD| , where |PD| is the number of permits of type dangerous

proposed by Google [12]. Furthermore, in this way, the weight assigned to
these permits will be less than the smallest weight present on the ranking of
permits operated by the malware.

– ej : permission group status j ésimo ∈ {0, 1}. 0 indicates that the permission
group j ésimo is inactive. 1 indicates that the permission group j ésimo is
active.

– I: maximum impact of an application accessing all available permission
groups.

3.3 Proposed system

The proposed metrics will be used within a system that allows users to know how
and why mobile apps impact their privacy. Figure. 3 shows the components of
the proposed system along with the flow of data. It is divided into two distinct
components: the service with which the user interacts and the manager that
ensures that the service has all the necessary data (raw data) to calculate the
metric. This decouples them, facilitating subsequent improvements in one or the
other.

Fig. 3. System data flow.

The system components are as follows:
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– Web service. Through it, the user informs the system of which app they
want information concerning the privacy impact. It is divided into the fol-
lowing subcomponents:
• Query manager. Receives information that identifies the app from
which to obtain the metadata and requests it from the metadata man-
ager.

• Metadata manager. Fits the metadata sent by the metadata manager
required for the metric.

• Metric calculator. Calculates the value of the privacy impact and pro-
vides it to the user.

– Metadata manager. This receives from the web service the information
concerning the app about which it has to send the metadata, so that the web
service can calculate the privacy impact value. In case the metadata related
to the requested app is not available, you can access the app repository can
be accessed to obtain and store the metadata. It is divided into the following
subcomponents:
• API. Allows efficient communication and sharing of information between
the web service and the metadata manager. Provides a layer to abstract
from the type of repository used.

• Repository. Stores structured app metadata in a lightweight, easy-to-
read and write data interchange format.

– Repository of apps. External platforms on which the metadata manager
can search and download the apps.

3.4 Data flow

The data flow from the time the system is asked to know the privacy impact of
an app to the time the system provides these data is as follows:

1. The web service is provided with the app from which it wants to obtain the
value of the privacy impact.

2. The web service asks the metadata manager for the metadata of the re-
quested app.

3. The metadata manager returns the app metadata requested by the user
to the web service. Optionally, if the metadata are not found in the data
repository, the metadata manager accesses the app repository, extracts and
stores the app metadata in the repository.

4. The web service applies the metric.
5. The web service provides the user with the app’s privacy impact value, in-

forms the user how permission groups impact their privacy so that the user
can minimize the impact.

4 Validation and results

4.1 Sources of validation

Table 4.1 shows the three sources used to validate the results provided by the
proposed metric.
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Source Type Category Access

S1 Paper HEALTH AND FITNES

Hatamian, Majid, Nurul Momen,
Lothar Fritsch and Kai Rannenberg.
“A Multilateral Privacy Impact
Analysis Method for Android Apps.”
Annual Privacy Forum (2019).

S2 Paper
PRODUCTIVITY
GAME STRATEGY

Barth, Susanne, Menno de Jong,
Marianne Junger, Pieter H. Hartel
and Janina C. Roppelt.
“Putting the privacy paradox to
the test: Online privacy and security
behaviors among users with
technical knowledge, privacy awareness,
and financial resources.”

S3 Web service COMMUNICATIONS
Terms of Service, Didn’t Read
https://tosdr.org/

Table 1. Description of the sources used.

These sources provide us with: references of apps on which to test the metric
and values of the privacy impact of the apps already calculated to compare with
the values returned by the metric we propose.

4.2 Source 1: HEALTH AND FITNESS

Table 4.2 shows the data provided by the proposed metric (PIM Metric column)
when applied to the apps provided by the source S1 [22] (apps columns). It also
shows the results related to the privacy impact of the apps it provides (PTaP
privacy impact column). It is worth mentioning that the data provided by the
metric (PIM Metric column) and the data provided by the source (PTaP Privacy
Impact) are normalized between 0 and 1.

Apps
PIM

Metric
PTaP

Privacy Impact

com.runtastic.android 0.054 0.041

com.endomondo.android 0.325 0.250

com.fitbit.FitbitMobile 0.506 0.556

com.fitnesskeeper.runkeeper.pro 0.158 0.528

com.google.android.apps.fitness 0.047 0.278

com.myfitnesspal.android 0.267 0.250

com.sillens.shapeupclub 0.016 0.361

pedometer.steptracker.calorieburner.stepcounter 0.039 0.361

Table 2. Data provided by source 1 and the proposed metric.

https://tosdr.org/
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4.3 Source 2: PRODUCTIVITY AND GAME STRATEGY

Table 4.3 shows the data provided by the proposed metric (PIM Metric col-
umn) when applied to the apps provided by source S2 [5] (apps column). It also
shows the results regarding the privacy impact of the apps it provides (TUDelft
column). It is worth mentioning that the data provided by the metric (PIM
Metric column) and the data provided by the source (PTaP Privacy Impact) are
normalized between 0 and 1.

App
PIM

Metric
TUDelft

handsome.com.TodoList 0.008 0

com.iss.tasksplus 0.016 0.500

com.ListAndNote.gen 0.039 0.750

com.challengesinc.tdporject 0 0.250

com.ironhidegames.android.kingdomrush 0.024 0.750

Table 3. Data provided by source 2 and proposed metrics.

4.4 Source 3: COMMUNICATION

Table 4.4 shows the data provided by the proposed metric (PIM Metric column)
when applied on the apps provided by the S3 source [S3] (apps column). It also
shows the results related to the privacy impact of the apps it provides (Tosdr
column). It is worth mentioning that the data provided by the metric (PIM
Metric column) and the data provided by the source (Tosdr) are normalized
between 0 and 1.

App
PIM

Metric
Tosdr

whatsapp 0.379 0.500

signal 0.088 0.400

telegram 0.425 0.250

Table 4. Data provided by source 3 and the proposed metrics.

4.5 Validation of results

We have used the Mann-Whitney Test to compare two independent samples,
consisting of ordinal variables, with a small sample size and unpaired samples
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(different groups). We also compare the results obtained by our metric with
those obtained by other researchers. The results indicate that they are similar
enough to interpret that the scores we obtain with the group-based metric are
sufficiently reliable5.

5 Discussion

An accurate assessment of an app’s privacy impact requires the data an app
accesses to be compared with the purpose for which it does so, something that
can only be done by reading and analyzing the app’s privacy policy. This type of
comparison usually falls to privacy impact assessment experts. We are therefore
considering future collaboration with them to extend the validations with new
datasets. However, given that what Android lets you manage are resources–
through permissions–and not data, a metric can give an indicative value, useful
for users who must make decisions based on hard-to-understand privacy policies.
It is a complementary tool, which does not replace the privacy impact assessment
that can be done by experts.

It is worth asking whether it would be appropriate to extend the metric
using other parameters, from the perspective of a dynamic analysis, such as
the observation of data traffic. As indicated in section 2, there are two reasons
for not opting for this route. The first, and most fundamental reason, is that
users cannot monitor or control the flow of data between external applications
and systems. Our goal is to make proposals that help users where they have
a decision-making capacity, which is not the case here. Secondly, as indicated
in section 2, if data travel in encrypted form, it is impossible to know whether
personal data are being exchanged or not.

A final consideration concerns the data from which the metrics are derived.
As mentioned above, the service retrieves them from a warehouse that collects
metadata from apps, malware and permission rankings, other data used to val-
idate our results, and the results that the service obtains when evaluating an
app. One question remains: what happens if the stored data differ from the data
the service gets, either because it refers to a previous version, or for some other
reason. To avoid integrity issues, it has been decided to consider each version of
an app independently, so that collisions due to differences in the set of permis-
sions requested by different versions of an app are avoided. As for the availability
of the sources from which metadata are retrieved, this has been approached as
an information integration problem, so the possibility of a source becoming un-
available has been foreseen, and can thus be easily replaced with an alternative
source.

5 The data that have been compared and the reports with the results are available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8024477

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8024477
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6 Conclusion

The validations performed so far allow us to be optimistic about the direction
taken. They indicate that restricting a metric to what users can control does not
limit its quality as a support tool for users. Future work will expand the case
studies to reinforce this conclusion. It is also planned to include tests with end
users to assess their degree of satisfaction, i.e., to know from their experience
as users whether the objective of providing a tool that helps them to empower
themselves has been achieved.
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